In the news

Suggestion 1:
Pin Coronavirus to last time in list

Suggestion 2:
Create new subsection below bullets

Suggestion 3:
Keep story in list, add link to Current Events Portal: virus

Suggestion 4:
Keep story in list, add ongoing section, add link to Current Events Portal: virus

Discussion at: https://bit.ly/2vY8FgB
In The News

Box.

How do we treat a sustained | ongoing | high traffic | frequently updating global event that will have multiple articles associated with it?

Discussion at: https://bit.ly/2vY8FgB

Suggestion 5:
Create banner for exceptional “once in a hundred years” event

Suggestion 6:
same as 5 but with banner for “once in a hundred years” event at bottom of ITN

Recent events:
- Coronavirus pandemic
- The World Health Organization recognizes the coronavirus outbreak (map pictured) as a pandemic, while the Italian government implements a national quarantine.
- In cricket, the Women’s T20 World Cup concludes with Australia defeating India in the final.
- Vonne Farrell and Shelly McNamara win the Pritzker Architecture Prize.
- Recent dates: Gari Margeviciuschatel - Michel Roux - War Emblyn - Burkhard Hirsh - Richard Guy - Charles Unstead

Other recent events:
- Nominate an article

On this day

March 16: Eyes of March
- 1948 - Byzantine emperor Michael II overthrew his mother Theodora’s reign to assume power for himself.
- 1311 - In the Battle of Halymara, the Ottoman Empire defeated the forces of Volter V, Count of Briono, taking control of the Duchy of Athens, a Crusader state in present-day Greece.
- 1917 - Russian Revolution: Tsar Nicholas II (pictured) was forced to abdicate in the February Revolution, ending three centuries of Romanov rule.
- 1956 - The musical My Fair Lady, based on George Bernard Shaw’s play Pygmalion, debuted at the Mark Helprin Theater in New York City.
- 1990 - Iraqi authorities hanged Iranian freelance reporter Farhad Bazaz on charges of spying for Israel.
- Albert of Schwansburg (d. 1337) - Johann Vaaler (d. 1986) - Lauren Elsberry (d. 1983)

More on this day: March 14 - March 15 - March 16
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